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 Call to Order  

 Approval of Agenda 

 Bylaw Amendments  

 Minutes of Past Meetings – June 22, 2019 

 MCoS Annual Report - President’s Report 

 Treasurer’s Report 

 Presentation of Audited 2019-20 Financial Statements  

 Appointment of Auditors for 2020-21 

 Elections/Presentation of 2020-21 MCoS Board of Directors 

 Other Business 

 Adjournment 
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

Saturday, June 20, 2020; 10:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 
Virtual meeting via Zoom video conferencing 

Multicultural Council of Saskatchewan  

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

MULTICULTURAL COUNCIL OF SASKATCHEWAN 

MCoS’ work and support reaches lands covered by Treaties 2, 4, 5, 6, 8 & 10 traditional

lands of the Nehiyawak/Nehithawak/Nehinawak/Cree, Anihnapek/Nahkawe/Saulteaux,

Dakota, Lakota, Nakota, and Dene peoples and Homeland of the Métis/Michif.
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In describing the past year, two words readily come to mind – fulfilling and

rewarding. My fulfillment comes from me being a part of an organization

that fosters opportunities for cross-cultural interaction. And reward, seeing

the progress made, milestones achieved and community positively

impacted. I share some of my proud moments with you.

Multicultural Honours  was a highlight  2019 innovation.  We had four  highly

deserving  nominations each in Multicultural Youth Leadership Award and

Betty Szuchewycz Award categories for the Recognition Committee to 

assess. The nominees showed their excitement, bringing family and friends 

to  support  and witness well-deserved  recognition. In fact, the interest in

attending was so great, that we altered the format to accommodate more

people. The introduction of new elements, including nominee videos and an

address by Zane Buchanan Saskatchewanderer, elevated  the ceremony. We

are grateful to the partnerships with the Saskatchewan Ministry of Parks,

Culture and Sport, the Lieutenant Governor’s Office, SGEU and Dairy Queen

that make this day possible. For me, an extra  highlight  this year  was  an

informal supper for the board and The Honourable Russ Mirasty, Lieutenant

Governor of Saskatchewan, and the Honourable Donna Mirasty. The evening

allowed us to share what we do,  and  discuss  collaboration on  shared

direction  towards  our  vision to making multiculturalism central to the

cultural, economic, social and political life of Saskatchewan.

MCoS leadership in the role individuals and organizations play in recognizing

and rejecting all types of racism has not gone unnoticed. In January,  the

Saskatchewan Human Rights Commission (SHRC) recognized three

individuals:  Kamao  Cappo, François Brien, Canadian Tire, and  Rhonda

Rosenberg,  MCoS  Executive Director. Chief Commissioner David Arnot

conferred the inaugural awards of Human Rights Champions on them. Their

roles in making an otherwise negative situation into something positive for

change has become a model  of  purposeful leadership and training.  This is

an example of how understanding, mutual respect, and rejecting racism are

good business.

We were also thrilled to have The Honourable Bardish Chagger, Minister of

Diversity and Inclusion and Youth visit our office to make the  Racism:

Recognize it. Reject it!  funding announcement. Through this Community

Support, Multiculturalism, and Anti-Racism Initiatives (CSMARI) event grant,

the Government of Canada demonstrated consciousness that racism is a

problem in Saskatchewan creating complex social and economic barriers,

but also willingness to change the status quo through  MCoS. With this

funding, MCoS’  ability to  offer resources and activities throughout the

province, while  supporting our  partners was strengthened. The campaign,

with its focus on March 21, the International Day for the Elimination of

Racial Discrimination,  allows us have an impact through public awareness,

education, youth leadership, local partner capacity building, and

community engagement programs.

MCoS  supports cultural continuity through investments in strategic

initiatives and the participation of ethnocultural communities at events like

Motif.  This three-day multicultural festival  in Moose Jaw’s Happy Valley

Park celebrates our province’s rich cultural diversity through performance,

cuisine and other arts.  I witnessed the inclusion of storytellers and

contemporary music included alongside traditional dance and fashion,

demonstrating that this sharing is most meaningful when it includes the

values, beliefs and ideas that are expressed visibly leading to greater

creativity and innovation.

Reflecting on my tenure as  MCoS  President, I have seen

advancements in the strength of the multicultural

community, as well as ongoing trends that indicate the

need for  MCoS  to play a significant  role  to increase the

impact of all five streams of multicultural work in the

province. As I look back, I am appreciative of the growth

opportunity afforded me by this position. The Blanket

Exercise at the 2019 AGM stands out as we learned about

our history  on this land  from  an  Indigenous perspective

with a unique opportunity  to share experiences of

colonization.

The work with the Board in setting agenda and direction

for the future is  vital.  I want to thank each director for

your ongoing commitment, openness, and hard work that

have led to a focussed strategic plan, designed for

community impact.  To the Executive Director, Rhonda

Rosenberg, you have been a progressive ally in

streamlining policies to help achieve our collective goals.

All we achieved this year would have been impossible

without the involvement of dedicated,  trained,

professional staff members.

To our dependable funders,  SaskCulture, the Ministry of

Parks, Culture and Sport, the Department of Canadian

Heritage, and other funders, your consistent financial

backing has strengthened our support to members.   It

allows us to create opportunities and support our members

to bring to life the provincial motto  From Many Peoples

Strength.

PRESIDENT'S

MESSAGE

Neera Saroj
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The most important and first anti-racism work for people who

walk with white privilege is dismantling the internalized ideas

of superiority and entitlement. When we do the internal

transformative work, we are much better equipped to see

inequities in policy, systems, structures, so that we can work

for change.

MCoS actively supports and encourages efforts to bring diverse

communities together  for  profound  learning and substantive

change.  Our actions are strengthened with  deeper

understanding and respect. The Humboldt Regional Newcomer

Centre grassroots intercultural and intergenerational literacy

program aimed at building new connections with its community

partners broadened cultural worldviews and

supported  opportunities for dialogue where participants are

challenged to see things through a different cultural lens. Our

BRIDGES program,  focused on building relationships based on

trust and mutual respect,  requires a huge investment of time

and sustainable funding.

The new sponsorship with the  Regina Folk Festival  is an

example of integration and a mutually beneficial relationship

in which we have  invested  time  to know each other and

explore what is important.  For MCoS,  showcasing diverse

artists in the context of the five streams of multicultural work

was a great way to reach a large and appreciative audience.

Our ability to deliver  outcomes is because of the invaluable

contributions of our funders. I am appreciative of support from

SaskCulture, Sask Lotteries, Department of Canadian Heritage,

Dairy Queen, and SGEU. To the Board and various committees,

we value your enthusiasm, commitment and time each year to

help us fulfill our shared mission. I would like to thank Neeraj

Saroj, our outgoing president,  in recognition of  your

stewardship, input and guidance.

We have a small team of dedicated, professional and

hardworking staff. Titilayo Omolola, Yordanos Tesfamariam,

Chinye Talabi, Karishma Joshi, Lisa  Odle, as well as the many

work placements  through Regina Immigrant Women Centre, I

thank you all for their continued support and look forward to

working with you as we advance  towards the impact  set out in

our strategic plan. COVID-19 threw us a twist at the end of the

year.  As we respect  distancing precautions,  we look for

creative ways to continue our programs.  We will offer

education, anti-racism, member connections and more online.

I have the pleasure of working with dynamic staff and board teams.

Together, and with input from members, we articulated a new

strategic plan for 2019-23.  We are constantly looking for and

creating opportunities  to  support the five streams of multicultural

work: cultural continuity, celebration of diversity, anti-racism,

intercultural connections, and integration.  Relationships with

members, partners, and funders  are  essential  to  the  journey of

making Saskatchewan a truly welcoming and inclusive community,

where everyone’s contributions  are  valued.  Collaborations give us

the strength we need.

Cultural  continuity  is important to many of our members. At

the  Igbo  Canadian Association of Saskatchewan,  celebrating

traditions and passing them on to younger generations, as well as to

guests,  creates an atmosphere of joy, sharing and

respect.  I  was  honoured  to be among those declared Friend of the

Igbo in Saskatchewan. Living our heritages allows us to practice the

provincial motto From Many Peoples Strength.

We have observed exciting  evolutions  in  celebrations  of diversity.

Some  long-running festivals are showing innovative

leadership  to  encourage interaction and meaningful connection,

including  Tapestrama  integrating intercultural activities from

Common Ground,  and  Taste of Culture  in the Battlefords setting

guidelines for performers and vendors. It is also fulfilling to see more

organizations deliberately including cultural diversity

into  mainstream festivals.  From the Regina Folk Festival to  the Old

Wives Lake  Festival  put on by  Farm It Forward  and  the  Town of

Mossbank,  organizers are demonstrating the value of reflecting the

contributions of community diversity.

Racism in all its forms remains a problem in Saskatchewan. We share

a responsibility to recognize and reject it.  MCoS efforts  through

public awareness, education, youth leadership, local partner

capacity building, and community engagement  have an impact by

planting seeds and weeding out the entrenched roots of colonialism,

and cultivating fertile soil free of white supremacy where we can all

bloom. This year, we were able to build stronger partnerships in La

Ronge and have the most successful community forum and youth

leadership workshop  in the north to date; all the more

memorable  as  my last in-person connection  before we implemented

COVID-19 restrictions. 

MESSAGE FROM THE

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Rhonda Rosenberg
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Finally, our success is the community’s success. It is a win for respectful 
and equitable connections where everyone’s contribution is valued.



We are leaders in the promotion of multicultural values by:

• Advocating for the advancement of multiculturalism at the state and societal levels

• Supporting members and schools with financial and non-financial resources.

• Partnering with governmental and non-governmental organizations.

• Coordinating provincial multicultural initiatives for use at the provincial, regional, and

local levels.

Our Mission

About the Multicultural

Council of Saskatchewan

The Multicultural Council of Saskatchewan (MCoS) has been raising awareness of the benefits of 
cultural diversity and the dangers of racism since November 22, 1975. In 2015, MCoS celebrated

40 years of making multiculturalism matter. The Council was created to represent six regional 
multicultural councils and joined by a variety of multicultural, ethnocultural and educational 

groups. MCoS currently represents 71 member organizations (plus 23 individuals and 3

business/institution/government), which include thousands of volunteers committed to promoting 
the benefits of multiculturalism. MCoS also worked with 24 partners this past year on a variety of 

projects and events. MCoS became a provincial not-for-profit, non-governmental agency that works 
to ensure ethnocultural survival, strength and prominence and foster opportunities for cross-

cultural interaction.

We support our members and the public with promotional campaigns and materials (including 
Multifaith Calendars), a monthly electronic newsletter, investment in programs that accomplish  our 

goals, information and community connections, workshops and other learning opportunities. 

We maintain an involvement with SaskCulture that has included establishing the Multicultural 
Initiatives Fund and serving as the Secretariat for the Multicultural Community of Interest.

our goals, information and 

Multiculturalism is central to the cultural, economic, social and political

life of Saskatchewan.

Our Vision
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MCoS has Served as a Leader

We are particularly proud to have been part of the creation of the provincial motto: From Many Peoples

Strength (Multis e Gentibus Vires), a powerful statement about who we are – past, present, and future.

In 2020, Saskatchewan Human Rights Commission (SHRC) conferred the inaugural awards of Human Rights

Champions on Rhonda Rosenberg, MCoS Executive Director, among three other individuals. This was in recognition

of their roles in making an otherwise negative situation into something positive for change and a model for

purposeful leadership and training.

Annual Multicultural Honours awards (Betty Szuchewycz and Youth Leadership) event hosted by the Lieutenant

Governor of Saskatchewan recognizing significant contributions to the multicultural community.

Integrating Newcomers with Volunteer Opportunities to add Leadership Value through Education (INVOLVE) is a

partnership with SAISIA, SaskCulture and Regina Open Door Society (RODS). A very successful pilot was run in

Regina in 2015 and another in Weyburn in 2017. Facilitator training took place in April 2017 making it available in

numerous communities. Youth INVOLVE launched as a pilot project in 2018 as a partnership with North Central

Family Centre and RODS with 47 participants.

Welcoming and Inclusive Communities (WIC) project in 2016-18. Activities include the Welcome Home Pledge

(over 300 taken), facilitator training (over 40 trained) and WIC Toolkit endorsed by SUMA and adopted by over 20

communities so far.

Integration Forum with SAISIA and SaskCulture in October 2015.

Building Relationships Interculturally through Dialogue and Growing Engagement in Saskatchewan (BRIDGES) with

the Aboriginal Friendship Centres of Saskatchewan (AFCS) and Saskatchewan Association of Immigrant Settlement

and Integration Agencies (SAISIA). Work has included research and consultations, a pilot project in Prince Albert,

and a series of Indigenous Welcome events for Syrian refugees, Youth BRIDGES in Regina, and organizational

networking in Saskatoon.

Hosted the Saskatchewan consultation to provide input for the federal anti-racism strategy. Engaged the

community: members, leaders, experts, academics, and those with lived experience.

We Are SK PSA project is a partnership between seven organizations – Aboriginal Friendship Centres of

Saskatchewan (AFCS), Conseil Culturel Fransaskois (CCF), MCoS, Saskatchewan Film Pool (SFP), Saskatchewan

German Council (SGC), Saskatchewan Organization for Heritage Languages (SOHL), and UCC-SPC with support from

the Ministry of Parks, Culture and Sport. This project features six PSAs with the following themes: Culture is a

Two-Way Street; From Many Peoples Strength; Cold Land, Warm Hearts; Look Beyond the Surface; Home and

Overcoming Discrimination. The PSAs have been available through broadcast, website (www.WeAreSk.ca), and on

social media.

2009 onward: strategic investment in member and partner projects that advance our mission, aims and

objectives.

1987-2008: Member funding for operations and projects, supporting various groups, and projects in Saskatchewan

focused on multiculturalism, understanding, integration, and the elimination of racism.

Member of the Saskatchewan Committee for the Elimination of Racism in Sport and Recreation.

Development, management and distribution of Multicultural Education Initiatives (MEI) to schools to encourage

understanding and interest in multiculturalism.

Promoting multicultural events, campaigns, and projects around the province to members and the general public.

Youth conferences and workshops on the subject of anti-racism and multiculturalism, including Youth Action Now

with Ukrainian Canadian Congress-Saskatchewan Provincial Council (UCC-SPC) and current Arrêt/Stop Racism

workshops.

Organizing seven national conferences held in Saskatchewan on multicultural matters.

November 22, 1975 - Multicultural Council of Saskatchewan (MCoS) founded in Regina.
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Multicultural values are rooted in the provincial motto From Many Peoples Strength and the treaty

relationships that define our province. All MCoS work is guided by these values, which are expressed as:
 

We recognize the multicultural

diversity of the people of

Saskatchewan. We believe in the

strength of supporting cultural

continuity and pride in one’s

cultural ancestries. We celebrate

the sharing between cultures

because culture is a two way

street.

We recognize the multicultural

diversity of the people of

Saskatchewan. We believe in the

strength of supporting cultural

continuity and pride in one’s

cultural ancestries. We celebrate

the sharing between cultures

because culture is a two way street.

We support welcoming and

inclusive communities that create

a sense of home and belonging.

We recognize the creativity 

and innovation that arise from

bringing different cultural

perspectives together and

cultivating the unique

contributions of all.

We actively support and

encourage efforts to bring

communities together in ways

that will build relationships

based on understanding and

respect to foster capacity for

problem solving and planning.

Recognition and

Rejection of Racism

Intercultural

Connections

Vision
Multiculturalism is

central to the cultural,

economic, social, and

political life of

Saskatchewan.

Multicultural Values

Respect for Diversity

Integration
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streams

Multicultural Streams of Work
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MCoS Board of Directors

MCoS is governed by an elected Board of Directors. The diverse knowledge and

expertise the directors bring to their work on vision and policy is matched by their

devotion. These volunteers serve as cultural ambassadors in all areas of the province

to connect with stakeholders and provide direction for MCoS to advance

multiculturalism and demonstrate the provincial motto: From Many Peoples Strength.

The current directors were elected in June 2019.

L-R: Ranjan Datta, Director; Susan Cambridge, Director; Cosanna Preston-Idedia,

Secretary; Muna De Ciman, Director; Bob Lesperance, Treasurer (back row); Neeraj

Saroj, President; Asit Sarkar, Past-President; Meka Okochi, Vice-President (back row);

Julio Torres-Recinos, Director; and Marie Galophe, Director. Missing: Annette

McGovern, Director.
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MCoS Staff

Executive

Director

Rhonda Rosenberg

Executive

Assistant

Titilayo Omolola

Education and BRIDGES

Coordinator

Yordanos Tesfamariam

Administrative and

Communications 

Assistant 

Karishma Joshi

Communications

 Coordinator

Chinye Talabi

Project

Coordinator

Lisa Odle

MCoS is operated by an Executive Director and four full-time staff (and one project

staff). Each staff member brings unique knowledge and skills to exceed in their

responsibilities. These individuals form a dynamic team that is able to accomplish the

direction set by the board.

Whenever possible, we hire project staff and enjoy the mutual

benefits of work placements.
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Member Partners and Funders

MCoS defines our “owners” as those who value multiculturalism. We actively

support the multicultural community with resources, education, networking

opportunities and partnerships.

MCoS members are able to access financial support through funding programs and

sponsorships. We value the contributions members and partners make in

Saskatchewan.

Non-Profit Organizations

1. African-Canadian Resource Network Saskatchewan

2. Ambassadors for Christ Ministries Inc

3. Assiniboia and District Chamber of Commerce

4. Association of United Ukrainian Canadians (AUUC)

5. The Austrian Canadian Edelweiss Club of Regina

6. Battlefords Immigration Resource Centre

7. Burundian Community of Regina Inc. (BCRInc.)

8. Canahari Multidisciplinary Summer Program

9. Common Weal Community Arts

10. Communauté des Africains francophones de la

Saskatchewan

11. Cultural Connections Regina Inc.

12. Dorintosh School Community Council

13. Doukhobor Cultural Society of Saskatchewan

14. East Central Newcomer Welcome Centre Inc.

15. Elim Church

16. Farm it forward (Town of Moss bank)

17. Fédération des Francophones de Saskatoon

18. Ghanaian - Canadian Association of Saskatchewan

(GCAS) Regina

19. Heritage Community Association Inc.

20. Heritage Festival of Saskatoon Inc.

21. Heritage Saskatchewan

22. Igbo Cultural Association of Saskatchewan

23. India Canada Association of Saskatchewan

24. International Festivals Lloydminster Society
25. Karen Community of Regina Incorporated
26. Mennonite Central Committee
27. Métis Addictions Council of Saskatchewan Inc.
28. Moose Jaw Multicultural Council Inc.
29. MOTIF Moose Jaw Multicultural Festival
30. Moose Jaw Pride & the Saskatchewan Pride Network
31. Multi-faith Saskatchewan Inc

32. Ness Creek Cultural and Recreational Society Inc.
33. New Canadian Integration Society
34. Newcomer Information Centre
35. Parkland Valley Sport, Culture and Recreation district
36. Philippine Entrepreneur Society of Saskatchewan Inc.
37. Philippines-Canada King & Queen Pageant Corp
38. Prince Albert Multicultural Council
39. Regina Chinese Canadian Association
40. Regina Dragon Boat Festival Inc
41. Regina Folk Festival
42. Regina Immigrant Women Centre Inc.
43. Regina Jazz Society
44. Regina Multicultural Council
45. Regina Open Door Society Inc.
46. Regina Public Interest Research Group (RPIRG)
47. Regina Summer Stage
48. Rielco Productions
49. Saskatchewan African Canadian Heritage Museum
50. Saskatchewan Archaeological Society
51. Saskatchewan Caribbean-Canadian Association
52. Saskatchewan Intercultural Association (SIA)
53. Saskatchewan Jamaica Association
54. Saskatchewan Parks and Recreation Association
55. Saskatoon Folkfest Inc.
56. Saskatoon Open Door Society
57. Southeast Newcomer Services under umbrella Southeast
58. Advocates for Employment Inc.
59. Southern Saskatchewan Summer Solstice Festival d'été
60. SouthWest Multicultural Association
61. Southwest Newcomer Welcome Centre
62. Spring Free From Racism/Saskatchewan Association on

Human Rights
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Funders 

• Affinity Credit Union

• Business / Arts

• Department of Canadian Heritage

• Ministry of Education

• Ministry of Parks, Culture and Sport

• Sask Lotteries

• SaskCulture

 Alice Xiaofeng Zhang

 Aria Ramdeo

 Asit Sarkar

 Bob Lesperance

 Bruno Kossmann

 Chantel Poisson-fast

 Cosanna Preston-Idedia

 Darlene Stakiw

 Glenn Zimmer

 Jack Sarner

 Julio Torres-Recinos

 Kam Teo

 Lemoya Lorensen - Collier 

 Manjula Nanjuppa

 Marie Galophe

 Meka Okochi

 Miriam Handel

 Muna De Ciman

 Neeraj Saroj

 Ranjan Datta

 Roberta Desnomie

 Seema Saroj  

 Terri Sleeva

Individuals

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

 City of Lloydminister

 City of Yorkton

 Parkland College

Business/Government

1.

2.

3.

63. TESL Saskatchewan
64. The Humboldt Regional Newcomer Centre Inc.
65. Truly Alive Youth and Family Foundation Inc.
66. Uganda Canadian Association of Saskatchewan

Inc.( UCAS)
67. Yorkton Film Festival
68. Young African Dancers of Regina
69. YWCA Prince Albert Common Ground
70. Zambia Empowerment Community in Canada
71. Daughters of Africa Resources Centre
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Partners

• Aboriginal Friendship Centres of Saskatchewan (AFCS)

• Buffalo People Arts Institute

• Carleton University

• City of Regina

• City of Saskatoon

• Conseil Culturel Fransaskois (CCF)

• Heritage Saskatchewan

• House of Anansi Press

• Indigenous Poets’ Society

• John Humphrey Centre for Peace and Human Rights

• Latin American Working Group

• Lieutenant Governor’s Office

• MacKenzie Art Gallery

• Oxfam Québec

• Righting Relations Regina

• Saskatchewan Council for International Cooperation

• Saskatchewan German Council (SGC)

• Saskatchewan Organization for Heritage Languages 
   (SOHL)

• Saskatchewan Writers’ Guild

• Tonight it’s Poetry

• Ukrainian Canadian Council, Saskatchewan Provincial 
   Council (UCC-SPC)

• University of Regina

• University of Saskatchewan

• World University Service Canada (WUSC)



Investments and funding 2019-2020
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Provincial Public Education Campaigns

Projects and Partnerships
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BRIDGES and Righting Relations 

Stories under a Living Sky - Multiculturalism Day,
International Women's Day, Culture Days, Orange Shirt Day,

Rock Against Racism, ACRN Conference, book launch



MCoS Strategic Directions &

1.1. Advocate and support

organizations to develop plans,

policies and processes that

advance multicultural values.

i. Partnership to create training video & workshop for Canadian Tire. Plans with SPRA

to offer MCoS modules as distance learning for staff & members.

ii. Saskakatchean Municipalities convention panel. Saskatchewan Music Festivals

Association presentation.

iii. MCoS supported City of Prince Albert on developing their Cultural Diversity and

Protocol Policies, and it has passed into law by Council. The Ministry for Parks, Culture

and Sport is consulting MCoS on a review of the SK Multiculturalism Act with an

implementaiton focus. SaskCulture's new strategic plan has a significant emphasis on

inclusivity, diversity, equity and accessibly of cultural programming.

STRATEGIC DIRECTION #1: Multicultural values are widely reflected in the community.

1.2. Sustain and enhance MCoS

efforts to promote the

recognition and rejection of

racism.

i. Successfully completed Racism: Recognize It. Reject It! youth leadership workshops in

Melville, Regina and La Ronge. However, due to COVID-19 school closures, we have

postponed it in the Battlefords. In 2019, 2 participating schools shared activities

following the workshop.

ii. 20 media contacts from August 2019 to March 2020. Radio Canada interview on COCID-

19  and online racism.

iii. Community Forum in La Ronge with screening of nîpawistamâsowin: We Will Stand Up

with a strong panel of indigenous perspectives. Supported 9 local partner events that

could create conversations; 3 took place before COVID-19 restrictions. Hosted provincial

meeting about Anti-Racism Action Program funding with 40 in Saskatoon and 6 by Zoom.

STRATEGIC DIRECTION #2: The capacity of the multicultural community is strengthened.

2.1. Cultivate a deeper

understanding, acceptance,

and demonstration of

multicultural values in the

multicultural community.

i. Progress to maintain funding levels at least $200,000 by 2023: $109,408.85 in 2019-20

ii. Staff have begun work on program assessment surveys to indicate reach and

utilization of the tools.

iii. Governance and succession planning for Indigenous youth in partnership with the

City of Saskatoon. RRLIP Forum workshop for partners and newcomers on racism,

discrimination and intercultural relationship building. Newcomer Youth Leadership

Program at RODS: presentation on volunteerism.

i. All funded activities fit at least one stream or value. 56% demonstrated a deeper

understanding in 2019-20 : SI 17/30 57%, Regional 6/8 75%, Sponsorships 6/17 35%,

MEI 13/28 46% .

2.2. Advance multicultural

values by enhancing the

support provided to our

members and strategic

stakeholders.

2.3. Identify, engage, support,

and connect strategic

stakeholders to advance

multicultural values.

i. Staff have plans in place to complete stakeholder analysis, engagement plan, and will

begin actions once plan is in place.

ii. Networking opportunities amongst strategic stakeholders: Blanket Exercise and

consultation at AGM June 2019, anti-racism funding meeting in Saskatoon, MCoS

Multicultural Honours in Regina November 2019.

iii. Increased outreach to members, particularly in rural and northern communities:

Board and/or staff presence in Melville, La Ronge, Battlefords, Little Pine, Ness Creek,

Moose Jaw, Swift Current, Batoche and Yorkton.

iv. Foster the leadership capacity of champions to promote multicultural values:
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2019-20 Accomplishments

 Education requests, especially requests to partner with MCoS and integrate our

education offerings into other organizations' projects continues to increase and

indicates opportunities to foster champions. Videos for Saskatchewan Multicultural

Week and the anti-racism campaign have helped identify champions MCoS can call on.

v. Support regional multicultural councils and leverage relationship with them to be

champions for all multicultural values: 2 meetings, 8 Regional Councils funded, 13

March 21 events in 10 communities. Many are doing deeper community engagement

work and embracing multicultural values.

STRATEGIC DIRECTION #3: Respectful relationships between Indigenous people, and MCoS

and its members are strengthened.

3.1.Expand activities that build

intercultural relationships

between Indigenous and

multicultural communities.

i. Knight and Morin consultation with MCoS Board. OTC mapping workshop for board and

staff at orientation, including matching multicultural with reconciliation values. Honours and

dinner with Their Honours Russ and Donna Mirasty stengthened relationsip and collaboration.

ED and Datta at Big Bear Gathering. ED at Back to Batoche, and Walking with our Sisters

closing. Tesfamariam at Wicihitowin. Preston-Idedia, Talabi and ED at CCDI workshop. Staff

at Orange Shirt Day. Consulting with 2 FN educators re: colonization simulation.

ii. Relationships with leaders from Indigenous communities to enhance intercultural

relationships, and advance decolonization, indigenization, and reconciliation will begin when

the engagement strategy is complete and meetings are possible.

iii. Educational and relationship building opportunities for MCoS members and Indigenous

communities: Blanket Exercise at AGM, BRIDGES activities in four communities, Regina

Multicultural Council held citizenship ceremony with feast and round dance during

Saskatchewan Multicultural Week. Support for Righting Relations and Education Coordinator

involvement. 7 MEI projects, 12 SI, 3 Regional, 3 Sponsorship. 4 BRIDGES projects currently

supported, provide land acknowledgement scripts to all funded groups.

STRATEGIC DIRECTION #4: The capacity of MCoS is strengthened.

4.2. Optimize the operational

capacity of MCoS to enable

achievement of the Ends.

4.1. Ensure the financial

sustainability of MCoS.

i. Increased funding and/or sources: artsVest approved $6,000 for matching

sponsorships; DQ sponsored the Betty Szuchewcz Award for $500, and $11,000 in-kind

sponsorship from Rawlco Radio. Increase in requests for both education presentations

and partnerships generated revenue.

ii. Calendar sales over $12,000, exceeding target by over $3,000.  Transfered $10,000 to

reserve for 2019-20.

i. Governance: Continuous improvement in reporting and agenda. Micheal Heimlick

postponed to September 2020 due to COVID-19.

ii. Administrative, communications, and program performance: Created

Communications and Administration Assistant position. Updated equipment, software,

and website. Social media policy and strategy in practice with tactics specific to each

platform. Staff roles and expectations are clearly defined, understood and reviewed

along with performance. PD includes various paid and free in-person, online,

mentorship, and other opportunities. ED working with PhD student on advocacy through

Mitacs project. Evaluation and measurement are key to achievement of this plan; staff

are now working with Micheal Heimick to develop skills, processes and tools.
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The Multicultural Council of Saskatchewan invests in its members and the multicultural community of

Saskatchewan through its programs and services: A) Multicultural Education Initiatives, B) Strategic

Initiatives, C) Regional Multicultural Councils, D) Sponsorships, and E) MCoS Initiatives & Partnerships.

We present highlights of our programs and services organized by the five streams of multicultural work:

1) Cultural Continuity, 2) Celebration of Diversity, 3) Anti-Racism, 4) Intercultural Connections, and 5)

Integration. We also present highlights that involve all five streams.

Programs and Services

Empowers ethnocultural organizations, individuals and communities to retain, maintain and

evolve distinctive cultural practices and traditions within the Canadian context.

  

Sponsorship

Since 2016, the Philippines-Canada King & Queen

Pageant Corp. (PCKQ) has heralded its annual

celebration of Philippine Heritage Month with a

spectacular performance tagged “Pinoy Ako Eh!”

(I Am a Filipino Eh!). This event showcases the

warm and hospitable culture of Filipino culture

and heritage through songs, dances, arts, food,

and products. The performances aim to educate

people, foster consciousness and promote

preservation of cultural heritage.   

According to Consul General, Philippine

Consulate, Gilberto Asuque “We express our

appreciation for PCKQ for its effort and

commitment to organize this event where

everyone is welcome to enjoy our traditional

hospitality. We look forward to your program

next year in June and every year thereafter.” 

1. Cultural Continuity

 
Multicultural Education Initiative (MEI)

A lot of learning comes from experience and being in the

moment. Hence, the teachers deliberate actions to

incorporate more Indigenous learnings in the school

culture to help indigenous population feel valued and

normalized. So, working with facilitators and elders

outside the school, Grades 10-12 students of Lord Asquith

School embarked on an authentic land-based learning

opportunity to Askiy-Kamik culture camp on Muskeg Lake

Cree Nation. The day's activities included Tipi teaching,

Elder talk, and traditional land experiences. 

The event welcomed about 1,500 people from diverse

cultures to an authentic recreation of a Filipino market

with vendors in booths (sold-out ahead of time) and a

stage that featured traditional and contemporary

performances in multiple languages. This has drawn

media interest and assisted in promotional support of the

event.  It also paved way to the first fun-filled Filipino

TV Show aired every Sunday on Access7, “Pinoy Talk”.  

Collaborative Classroom Land-based Learning

Celebration of Philippine Heritage Month
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Sewing Our Way to Awareness, Reconciliation,

Ceremony and Celebration

Multicultural Education Initiative (MEI)

When students shared their desire  to learn to make ribbon skirts

and ribbon shirts to honour their culture and themselves, this class

project began.  The goal  was to provide  materials and

understanding for equitable access to cultural resources, and foster

greater a understanding of the importance of ribbon skirts and

shirts in First Nations and Métis culture for all students in the class.

Aiming to wear ribbon skirts and shirts at the annual Mount Royal

Collegiate Pow Wow, this activity included cultural teachings that

increased the meaning of making the clothing. It was interesting

that  some students planned on wearing them to the U of S

Graduation Pow Wow. 

One can tell the impact of this sewing project is huge when you

listen to some of the sentiments shared by the students. “I have

always wanted a ribbon shirt, but I didn’t know anyone who could

help me make one or make one with me”, “I feel like I will fit in

when we have cultural events at the school” and “I feel so proud

that I made this ribbon skirt on my own!”. 

All students happily learned about their own or another culture

whether they were among  the seven who proudly  identified as

Indigenous, having First Nations or Métis heritage, or the  eight

belong  to other ethnic groups (Filipino, various European

heritages).  Several students asked to continue to study regalia

and how different Indigenous people showed their cultures  and

history through regalia which lead to a discussion on Potlach, Pow

Wow’s and other ways of sharing knowledge and historical

impact.

It was a time of great learning for both the students and their

teachers as they where able to physically see how a Tipi looks,

how it is erected, as well as given the opportunity to hear the

teachings around the Tipi from an elder. Right from the camp,

teachers saw opportunities of bringing these teachings into

the classroom. While students were more consistent in seeing

indigenous knowledge through a positive lens.

Trey Rousell excitedly said; “It was really fun to learn about a

different culture and drink muskeg tea”.
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Lloydfest

Strategic Initiative (SI)

 

 

 

 

The impact was huge, as Lloydminster has never

experienced anything similar. An excited Kevin

Mageto drove in all the way from Prince Albert to sell

sweaters, beadwork, and showcase his Ugandan

heritage. “I think it’s great, lots of color, lots of

different cultures around. It’s fantastic in terms of

people being around,” he said. Mageto says he spoke

with people from India, lots of Canadians and First

Nations people. Gerry Lampow, from Trinidad and

Tobago, says Lloydfest is “is all of summer in one

day.”

2. Celebration of Diversity

Many MCoS members and schools celebrate cultural diversity every year. Some multicultural festivals

are an integral part of life in their communities and provide opportunities to learn about diverse

cultures, arts, cuisine, and values, as well as human similarities that bind us together. We are

observing innovation in these to share more deeply and that other festivals are engaging deliberately

and creatively to reflect community diversity.

The high point of the festival was colourful street

parade lead by Indigenous Friends. Participants

from different countries clad in beautiful carnival

costumes made their way to Bud Miller picnic

shelter on Saturday in the great sunny weather.

It was a beautiful sight to behold with hundreds

of attendees lining both sides of the road. The

event included a one-day beer garden at

Lakeland College from 8:00 – 11:00 p.m. Bud

Miller was filled with 26 tent food vendors selling

food from 10 different countries for two days.  

LloydFest, a two-day summer celebration, was

the first to bring the atmosphere of carnival to

Lloydminster. It brought together over 23

ethnocultural communities for ancestral

education and demonstration of intercultural

linkages through dance, arts, and food. There

were social opportunities for people to interact

across many differences (age, gender, sexuality,

ability, culture, etc.). 
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Old Wives Lake Festival
Strategic Initiative (SI)

The annual Old Wives Lake Festival  brings together

history, culture, recreation, and community

pride.  Festival-goers enjoy  the  street fair,  engage

with the  fascinating  and emotionally-told  history  of

Mossbank,  and  many   attractions  (bouncy castles,

face painting)  in one weekend. The Town

demonstrates the importance of  deliberate action

to  reflecting its diversity through  cultural

performances, storytelling, food,  and  music. These

evolutions in the festival build the relationships

needed for deeper sharing, community cohesion and

sustainability.

The Farmer’s Market featured over 30 vendors

both local and out-of-town, education sessions

about birdwatching which is a popular past-time

in  Mossbank, and the Bird Sanctuary’s viewing

stations to catch a glimpse of the many species

that make their home Old Wives Lake. A thrilled

Corky Rasmussen-Turner  said; “I had such fun

drawing caricatures, and I met some really

friendly people! Thanks for letting me be a part of

the festival!”.

One of the high points of the event is the famous

blacksmith demonstrations, which is really where

the festival began years ago and remains the only

blacksmith in the province that remains on its

original site with most of its original tools.

I had such fun drawing

caricatures, and I met some really

friendly people! Thanks for

letting me be a part of the

festival!
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Joely BigEagle, an artist and co-founder of the Buffalo

People Arts Institute, described their participation in

the RMC’s Embracing Differences project as an

opportunity for youth to learn about bringing the

buffalo mentally, physically, emotionally and spiritually

back to Saskatchewan through traditional Indigenous

arts. “We want these young people to know what

happened because this is where they live. They need to

know so they can share the truth with others.”

BigEagle’s presentation provided historical background

on the genocide of buffalo in North America and the

importance of the buffalo in Indigenous cultures

through PowerPoint and art.

Embracing Differences

Regional Multicultural Council Project (R)

The Regina Multicultural Council (RMC) has

received increasing requests for school

presentations, both to showcase cultures and for

anti-racism presentations intended for student

audiences, as Saskatchewan’s population has

grown in diversity. The Embracing Differences

project seeks to provide authentic perspectives

from the personal voices of cultural workers,

made possible with support from the Department

of Canadian Heritage and MCoS. They are able to

share cultural teachings, experiences, and their

perspectives on a variety of topics with grades 5

to 8 students.

Over the course of the 2019-20 school year,

participating classrooms received up to six

cultural workers who lead students and their

teachers through meaningful and engaging

workshops. As part of the RMC’s commitment to

respond to TRC Calls to Action, the project

provided an emphasis on Indigenous teachings

with three of the six cultural workers providing

First Nation, Inuit and Métis perspectives.

Participating classrooms learned about Buffalo

Teachings, Dene Arctic games, and Métis sash

weaving and the related teachings that

accompany these expressions, as well memorable

experiences featuring Romanian dance, Indian

art, and Chinese Kung Fu and Calligraphy. The

project’s learning objectives support Grades 5-8

curricular learning outcomes from the

Saskatchewan Ministry of Education.

Students had the optional opportunity to smudge, for

some a first-time experience. She wants to create

ambassadors and Embracing Differences serves as a

bridge to connect cultural workers with classrooms.

These cultural experiences are at the heart of this

program; by providing ongoing exposure to cultural

traditions, practices, customs, and stories, we gain

understanding and respect for ourselves and all others

who gather on Treaty 4 territory and the traditional

homeland of the Métis Nation.
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Racism: Recognize it. Reject it! 

MCoS coordinates an annual  anti-racism campaign  to

bring  racism in Saskatchewan  directly  into focus,

including the  dangers and barriers it creates,  and

what  we  can do to  recognize and reject it. This

critically important work depends on the funding

from  the  Department of Canadian  Heritage, the

Ministry of Parks, Culture and Sport, and  Sask

Lotteries through SaskCulture. It would not be

possible without the  incredible support of our

partners throughout the province. 

On February 7,  2020,  The Honourable Bardish

Chagger,  Minister of Diversity and Inclusion and

Youth,  publicly  announced the  funding  at the MCoS

office in Regina. Her presence, meaningful message,

and the creation of the new Anti-Racism Secretariat is

a testament to the seriousness  the

federal  government attaches to the subject of

racism. This marked the official launch of 2020 Anti-

Racism campaign  Racism: Recognize it. Reject

it!  Once funding was approved and campaign

launched, the MCoS team mobilized quickly and

worked tirelessly to secure venues, order materials,

contact schools and make arrangements with the

media for publicity.  

3. Anti-Racism
This work looks at issues of power, privilege and how they impact us daily. Individuals and

organizations, have a role to play in recognizing racism and dismantling it at the internalized,

interpersonal, systemic and cultural levels. 

5 community forums

Public awareness advertising on 5 broadcasters,

Rawlco Radio, busses, and social media

4 youth leadership workshops and facilitator

training

11 local events in 8 communities Distribution of

community engagement kits in hard copy and for

free download

Campaign plans included:

Many activities started in February and some took

place, but just as events were kicking into high

gear,  COVID-19  restrictions  meant postponements

and cancellations. MCoS is currently working to

reconnect with partners to  determine  how we can

engage communities for these essential

conversations even while we respect physical

distancing.
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Public Awareness and Engagement
 

MCoS communications staff  coordinated public 
awareness messaging based on the  Racism: 
Recognize it. Reject it!  theme.  Ads were 
broadcast on CTV, CBC, Global, CityTV, and MBC 
– the last in Cree and English. Buses  in  Regina 
(3), Saskatoon (3), and Moose Jaw (2) carried our 
messages. Rawlco Radio joined as  official radio 
station  with a campaign on  CJME  and  CKOM, 
donating $11,000 of in-kind time. This provided 
MCoS with reach to a new audience.

We updated the Racism: Recognize it. Reject it!

community engagement kits as a resource for 
teachers and community leaders wanting to 
learn and teach about the four forms of racism 
in the Saskatchewan context, and how to reject 
them through conversation and action. We 
distributed 327 in hard copy to regional 
councils, board members, schools and 
individuals.  They are available for free 
download from the website.

A total of 890 posters and over 83,300 stickers

were distributed to 769 schools, reaching 186,386

students.  The package shares information on

reasons for commemorating March 21 and the link

to download the engagement kit.

The social media campaign was enhanced with

infographics, examples to explain the four forms,

and ten videos featuring diverse Saskatchewan

voices. They shared experiences with racism, how

it made them feel, how they are fighting it, and

how they inspire others, leaving viewers with

hope.
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Building Knowledge and Skills in Youth &

Communities
 

Racism: Recognize it. Reject it! Youth Leadership

Workshops took place in Melville, Regina and La

Ronge; the Battlefords workshop was postponed. The

first day trains community members in anti-racism

facilitation; on the second day they facilitate small

groups of high school students. Participants interact,

eat, laugh, and sometimes cry together while they

learn about racism, its forms and their impacts, listen

to each other’s experiences, and explore options for

action in various scenarios. All facilitators and

participants receive a facilitation guide, posters,

stickers and an engagement kit to equip them to share

this knowledge with their schools and communities.

MCoS partnered with Parkland Valley Sport, Culture

and Recreation District to offer a workshop in Melville

for students from Melville Comprehensive and

Peepeekisis Pesakastew Schools. The clear outcome

was a new sense of connection and empathy that led

them to plan to get together again.

In La Ronge the workshops were held at Kikinahk

Friendship Centre where we welcomed twenty

facilitators, most high school students, and 36 student

participants from Churchill Community High and

Senator Myles Venne Schools. Students commented

that they felt connected and able to

share their voices.

The City of Regina partnered to offer the Core

Ritchie Neighbourhood Centre to host training for

12 facilitators and 48 students from seven schools

from Regina, Lipton, Kelliher, and  Moose Jaw.

Elder Brenda Dubois started the day with a

meditation of self-awareness and her lived

experiences with racism and that “racism kills”,

advising them that it was important for each

person to “model respect” for the earth, self,

family, and community.
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Engaging the Community 
 

La Ronge was host to the only Community Forum 
that was held before the shutdown and it was a 
tremendous success. Christine Ravenis, teacher at 
Churchill Community High School, and her 
network of activists and respected Indigenous 
knowledge keepers, was a fantastic partner. The 
forum featured a screening of Tasha Hubbard’s 
powerful award-winning film  nîpawistamâsowin: 
We Will Stand Up  for 137 community members 
with workshops for 113 students (provincial and 
First Nations schools) in the afternoon.  Simon 
Bird, Director of Education for Lac La Ronge 
Indian Band (LLRIRB) moderated a panel with Dr. 
Verna St. Denis, University of Saskatchewan, 
Eleanore Sunchild, North Battleford lawyer 
involved with the Boushie family, Mylan 
Tootoosis, University of Saskatchewan, and 
Rhonda Rosenberg. The quality of the panellists 
helped achieve the vision of engaging, educating 
youth and community members on the history and 
current reality of settler colonialism and racism 
directed towards Indigenous people.

As COVID-19 has inflamed the need for 
conversations about racism, MCoS and local 
partners are working to find new ways to 
facilitate forums in the Yorkton, Regina, Swift 
Current and Battlefords regions.

MCoS members in Swift Current, Humboldt, and 
Estevan were able to hold anti-racism activities. 
MCoS is working with Prince Albert, Regina, 
Saskatoon, and Moose Jaw to determine next 
steps.

If it were not for the support of MCoS, this

successful event would not have been

possible. The support was far more than

the financial contribution. The MCoS Team

did a fantastic job in planning, on-the-

ground support, and follow up activities

both in person and digitally. The passion

for which the staff has for the goal of

equity in our world is inspiring.
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Saskatchewan Human Rights Commission (SHRC)

Human Rights Champions Award

In January, the Saskatchewan Human Rights Commission (SHRC) recognized three individuals in the

community whose activities took an incident of racism and created a learning opportunity. Kamao Cappo,

François Brien, Canadian Tire Dealer, and Rhonda Rosenberg, MCoS Executive Director were conferred with

the inaugural awards of Human Rights Champions. 

François Brien realized that Canadian Tire should

lead by example in making change to prevent

recurrences. He worked with SM Solutions and a

community committee to identify knowledge,

skill, and attitude gaps, and plan to provide the

needed education. The Multicultural Council of

Saskatchewan provided the training modules for

key management and staff. All parties involved

made a choice to turn the incident into

understanding, mutual respect, purposeful 

education, and rejecting racism to achieve positive

outcomes.

It was a happy, fulfilled and positive Kamao Cappo

that attended the awards ceremony with his family.

“There are more people than I thought willing to take

up this racism. Sometimes you think you are all alone

and society does not even care. It is refreshing and

revives my hope to witness how this all played out”

In 2017, Kamao Cappo filmed an incident in which

he was accused of stealing and physically evicted

from a store. It was clear that he was judged

based on his appearance as an Indigenous man.

This is a frequent expression of racial

discrimination in Saskatchewan.  That episode of

racism led to Cappo filing a human rights

complaint with Saskatchewan Human Rights

Commission (SHRC). His decision to go public with

it was not for grandstanding, rather he saw an

opportunity to make an impact. He wanted

change that would inspire other businesses,

individuals and Indigenous people.
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Canadian Race Relations Foundation

(CRRF)

National Youth Network 

The  Canadian Race Relations Foundation

(CRRF)  created the National Youth Network  to

enable  students to discuss racism and

challenges in their communities  through

partnerships with local schools and  community

organizations. Events  were organized

in  Moncton, Hamilton, York Region, Calgary,

Montreal and Regina. CRRF partnered with

MCoS to offer opportunity for Thom Collegiate

students to participate in an anti-racism

workshop. Facilitator training was provided to

ACT! (Regina Public Schools’ Anti-racism, Cross-

cultural Team development program) a day

prior to the workshop. The trained facilitators

led small group activities at the workshop. The

mix of small group and large group activities

allowed participants to feel comfortable,

explore their own and others’ experiences

while seeking ways to overcome

challenges.    Elder  Wanda Lewis opened the

workshop with a prayer asking students to

participate in activities with an open mind and

heart. She also had the opportunity to share

her personal experiences regarding racism with

the students.  A total of 102 students

participated in the event.

Racism affects each person  differently;  a

variety of activities were chosen to help

participants understand the nature of racism.

Mingling, trust building, power

dynamics of bully/victim/bystander, and sticky

labels,  a game to examine stereotypes were

conducted. Students learned how to develop

awareness of racial discrimination while

interacting with each other.    Furthermore,

students’ conceptions of the effects of

colonization on First Nations people was

challenged through our colonization simulation

activity.

The afternoon session of the workshop was developed in

alignment with the CRRF Doing the Right Thing learning

resource. MCoS  utilized  this resource  and worked with

Margo Campbell, Thom Collegiate teacher, and Nick

Bage, SUNTEP student, to produce an

activity  called:  Immigration, Refugees and

Internment  Simulation.  In addition, role-play was used

as a vehicle to understand past experiences of certain

Canadian ethnocultural communities, immigrants and

refugees.  During the workshop, students learned and

shared their unique experiences in a safe and supportive

environment. 

While been encouraged to look within themselves, and

their community, past, present and future, they learnt

through the practice of critical listening and thinking

that identity finds supplementary value in

interdependence and understanding of social

responsibility. During the workshop students developed

a deeper understanding of their community and learned

skills/strategies that will help them attain a healthy

lifestyle. At the end of the workshop, Margo Campbell,

attested that “the event fostered interaction and

understanding among a diverse group of students across

multiple differences including  culture, language,

gender, ability,  religion, sexual orientation,  etc. to

value shared responsibility to promote respect across

those differences.”
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Focused on building relationships based on trust and mutual respect through exchanges,

partnerships and cooperative work, creating safe spaces, respectful dialogue, creative

projects, etc. This requires a huge investment of time and sustainable funding. 

 Spruce River Folk Fest

Strategic Initiative (SI)

Spruce River Folk Festival is a family-friendly cultural

event established to create understanding, education

and community between people whose histories and

futures are bound together. It is a space for story,

song, and conversation about respectful and

reconciling Treaty relationships in Saskatchewan. It

raises awareness of Landless Indigenous Bands in

Saskatchewan, and funds for the work needed to

redress this injustice. This festival has been a key

player in the cooperation and relationship between

First Nations and settler communities in the province

and because of this, these communities are able to

work together in partnership. 

The day began with a Pipe Ceremony, led by Elder and

former FSIN Chief Lawrence Joseph. Bernie Wiens,

former MLA, presented on Treaty Land Entitlement.

Tom Roberts, former CBC radio host, was the MC and

incorporated significant stories about people and

reconciliation throughout the day. Afternoon musical

performances included Voices of the North, Jeffery

Straker, B.J. & Friends, and Valerie Wiebe. Food was

provided by Northern Wild fishery and Seven Sisters

Catering. 

4. Intercultural Connections

Approximately 150 people travelled from urban

Mennonite communities, lake country cottage

communities, Prince Albert Indigenous

community, and others from further distances.

Some first-time participants had positive things

to say. Eileen Klassen Hamm was grateful for

attending the event. In her words; “People are

still learning that this Festival exists, and when

they do, they are very excited to participate.

I’m thinking especially about a great

conversation I had with [a prominent Saskatoon

area resident] who was there for the first time

and said she would never miss it again!”. Such

positive feedback makes the organizers to keep

forging ahead looking for dynamic ways to share

their narrative. 
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The Cultural Umbrella

Strategic Initiative (SI)

This Saskatoon Open Door Society (SODS) project

provides space for members of the community,

particularly newcomers and Indigenous people.

Through sessions on Cultural Stereotypes and

Games, Cultural Perspectives and Poetry, and

Culture Shock and Theatre, participants interacted

and connected and to learn about cultural

similarities and differences. Each activity

incorporated education and cross-cultural

awareness to encourage people to learn about each

other, and create real relationships based on

respect and mutual understanding. About 100

participants attended the three sessions.

During the game activity, people were invited to

think of a childhood game, share with the group

and highlight its cultural significance. The second

session featured local, newcomer, and Indigenous

poets who shared their voices, experiences, and

emotions through written poetry or spoken word

pieces. The third event used experimental theatre

to inspire participants to think about the realities

of being in an unfamiliar environment, expressing

themselves and facing their fears.

Through art activities that participants

thoroughly enjoyed, the Cultural Umbrella

project enabled participants to develop

intercultural dialogue skills, and gain an

understanding of the process of newcomer

integration including acceptance of the

community. For example, following the theatre

activity, participants were invited to reflect on

their roles, which allowed them to appreciate

each other’s backgrounds, from local to global,

and to build empathy with one another.

One participant summed it up: “Let me first

appreciate the whole team’s effort for setting

up such a wonderful event. The feedback was

amazing and I could feel the positive

impression in both groups of Canadians and

immigrants simultaneously; this is a great

achievement and way to go!”
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Building Communities and

Bridging Cultures

Community Partnerships and Projects

The Multicultural Council of Saskatchewan

(MCoS), Aboriginal Friendship Centres of

Saskatchewan (AFCS), and Saskatchewan

Association of Immigrant Settlement and

Integration Agencies (SAISIA) created a provincial

partnership to provide leadership and support for

intercultural relationships. BRIDGES (Building

Relationships through Intercultural Dialogue and

Growing Engagement in Saskatchewan) operated

under the guidance of the three provincial

partners from 2014 until 2019, using a model in

which their local members take the lead in each

community where BRIDGES is active. Local

projects have demonstrated significant success,

and a desire for continuation and growth. This

requires a significant investment of time and

sustainable funding.

Common Ground Prince Albert
 

In Prince Albert, legacy of the Common Ground

Project is evidenced by continued commitment

of interagency partners, leadership of a

passionate coordinator who evokes community-

wide interests, and recent addition of Métis

Central Western Region 2 (Métis Central) as a

partner. The inter-organizational partnership

committee consists of the Prince Albert

Multicultural Council (PAMC), Indian and Métis

Friendship Centre of Prince Albert (PAIMFC),

Prince Albert YWCA (YWCA), Lakeland District for

Sport, Culture, & Recreation (LDSCR), and

coordinator Lemoya Lorensen. 

Since project inception in 2015, the Prince

Albert Common Ground has held a Talking Tables

activity at the Tapestrama Cultural Festival, a

community-wide event that involves individuals,

families, local businesses, and 

BRIDGES local partners recognize our shared history

and treaty relationships, as well as the importance for

ongoing intercultural relationship building, cultural

reclamation, continuity and social justice work with

Indigenous people and communities at the centre.

This reconciliation includes ensuring that newcomers

learn about the history, treaties and current

contributions of Indigenous peoples while having

opportunities for interaction to learn about each

other. 

community-based organizations working together to

promote multiculturalism and diversity within the

City of Prince Albert. The two-day Culture Day event

features broad range of performances, food, artisans,

and merchandise reflecting different cultures. The

Common Ground Coordinator, Lemoya Lorensen,

facilitated one session of Talking Tables each day of

Tapestrama 2019. The 13 participants rotated

through different partners responding to 
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questions. Lorensen shared “Culture as an Iceberg”,

to connect the activity, event, and questions.

Participants agreed that the activity helped to build

connections with each other and enabled them to

have a conversation to get to know each other. 

The committee collaborated to host a Community

Cultural Celebration in December. This intercultural

gathering was a night of painting, crafts, games,

and foods reflecting Central Africa, Philippines,

China, Ukraine, and Indonesia. This family-friendly

event was planned and coordinated to build

intercultural connections with youth and their

families while emphasizing the importance of

cultural continuity through the cuisine and crafts

represented with supplies and direction for

traditional arts provided.  

Youth BRIDGES

 

MCoS, and its dedicated local partners, Regina Open

Door Society (RODS), Newo-Yotina Friendship

Centre (NYFC), and Street Culture, have

consistently and successfully managed the Youth

BRIDGES program. The goal is to build intercultural

relationships between newcomers and Indigenous

youth and foster leadership.

Youth BRIDGES has been participating in Mosaic

annually thanks to partnership with Regina

Multicultural Council (RMC) to provide Thursday

Mosaic passes. The 43 youth and 8 staff enjoyed

seven Mosaic pavilions as they experienced and

learned about the different cultures. For many

young people involved, attending mosaic was an

experience that opened doors to celebration of

diversity allowing for greater appreciation of the

importance of culture in their lives.  

For the February school break, we partnered with

artists Lorne and Joely Big Eagle-Kequahtooway,

founders of Buffalo People Arts Institute. They

designed and led the program called Buffalo Art

Camp.
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The four-day camp was held at mâmawéyatitân

Centre, which offered amazing access to the art

studio, multi-purpose room, and community

kitchen. Days began in a circle with Elder Faye

Sioux-John sharing opening prayer, smudging and

teachings. Meals were enjoyed at long tables

family-style to encourage visiting. After meals,

Joely shared buffalo stories and spoke about the

significance of buffalo to the Indigenous people

and their way of life.

The camp concluded with dinner and art exhibit

with family and friends. Elder Faye warmly wished

each participant well and encouraged kindness.

Amelia Dorion, a youth from Newo-Yotina

Friendship Centre, proudly showed beads and

pouches she made for the first time. Raj Metkor, a

youth from Regina Open Door Society, was so glad

he partook in the program as he gained new skills

and learnt about buffalo. 

Yorkton BRIDGES
 

The desire to see people of all backgrounds come

together to build welcoming and inclusive

community is inspiring. The Yorkton BRIDGES

committee consists of the City of Yorkton, East

Central Newcomer Welcome Centre, Parkland

Valley Sport, Culture and Recreation District, and

Yorkton Film Festival. The committee decided to

approach this from multiple avenues including

promotion of community events widely with

efforts of reaching out to increase participation

from diverse communities.  
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Bernadette Marion, Ojibway, presented on the

traditions, protocols and significance of powwow,

as well as the history and meaning of different

dances. The audience included newcomers, and a

Grade 8 class from Yorkton and from Kamloops.

They participated in the Grand Entry of the

traditional powwow. 

Carol Wylie, a Saskatoon portrait painter, created

an exhibition titled “They Didn’t Know We Were

Seeds”. The Godfrey Dean Art Gallery hosted the

inaugural public showing of the large oil portraits of

nine survivors of Residential Schools and nine

survivors of the Holocaust. The Yorkton BRIDGES

Coordinator connected Elder and residential school

survivor, Richard Fiddler, with the artist, Treaty

Commissioner Mary Culbertson, and Don Stein,

Gallery Executive Director, for the artist reception

event. The audience reflected Yorkton’s diversity

creating a tremendous networking opportunity and,

as a result, opportunities for future partnerships

with the gallery.  

Yorkton BRIDGES worked with the Yorkton Film

Festival to recognize the International Day for the

Elimination of Racial Discrimination in 2019. Open

Cinema featured Yee Clun and the Exchange Café,

a film about Chinese café owner, Yee Clun, who

was fined for hiring a white woman in the 1920s,

and took the government to court. The audience

included members of City Council and an exchange

student from Belgium who spoke about his

experiences with discrimination in his own country

and abroad. Questions and answers enriched and

personalized the event.

Conversation Café, similar to Talking

Tables, provided insight as newcomer

students from East Central Newcomer

Welcome Centre and Indigenous

students from Saskatchewan Indian

Institute of Technology (SIIT) engaged

in one-on-one conversation, based on a

set of questions, to learn about each

other. The personal connection is vital

to foster intercultural relationships. 
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Regina Folk Festival
Sponsorship (S)

After a couple of years of conversations and

supporting the Regina Folk Festival with advice

and connections, we found a mutually

beneficial sponsorship relationship. MCoS co-

sponsored two workshop stages. The first

featured diverse Indigenous performers with

CBC as co-sponsor. The second was a co-

sponsorship with the Conseil Culturel

Fransaskois to highlight francophone artists

from Saskatchewan and beyond from a variety

of cultural traditions. In both cases, we were

able to share the five streams of multicultural

work with the artists and festival audiences. 

5. Integration 

Integration, in contrast to assimilation, is achieved when all members of a community are reflected, are

seen and see themselves as belonging for all aspects of their identities, are valued for their contributions,

and are able to appropriately access services. 

The artists played songs reflecting all five streams

and demonstrated intercultural connections as they

joyfully and creatively interacted. Rhonda

Rosenberg, MCoS ED, was able to provide

introductions at both workshop stages. MCoS

received great visibility, the creation of educational

opportunities in a non-traditional setting, and the

development of new relationships. The Regina Folk

Festival continued to enhance the reflection of the

community and all it offers in its programming. The

dynamics were great. Had the festival not been

cancelled for 2020, the relationship would have

continued as we expect it to in the future.
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Be the Change

Multicultural Education Initiative (MEI)

The initial idea for this project was to celebrate and

highlight how diverse cultures in the community were

integrated in École Wascana Plains School. The

approach was two pronged, first, due to increasing

cultural diversity in the community, purchase novels,

picture books, and folk stories to reflect student

diversity, validate cultures and experiences,

demonstrate contributions, and create a sense of

belonging for all. Several published resources were

added to the multicultural library that highlight

diversity of spoken languages within the school.

Second, open doors to culture-bearers, elders,

parents, and community leaders in a week-long series

of events. However, due to COVID-19 and shift

towards online learning, a physical coming together

of the community could not take place. 

Senior social studies and arts education students of

École Wascana Plains School, spearheaded the

production of a video which includes a narrative in

which they highlighted significant Canadian social

events, movements, and injustices, contrasted

against hope and encouragement. This has had added

benefits while we are physically distant, because

many are feeling emotionally and psychologically

vulnerable. The video production provided a sense of

hope, love, support, and reassurance for our

communities. See this link to view the video

- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jIu6ufUThQs.

“Working on this video has really made me reflect

upon my position as an educator, the power that I

hold within my classroom, and my own lived

experience as a visible minority educator in the

Greens. Now, more than ever, is a time when

these students’ narratives need to be supported,

encouraged, and given the space that they

deserve” the teacher responsible Daya Madhur said

about the project.

It is interesting that the school motto is  Growing

Stronger Together and collectively we believe that

our seeming differences can also be our strength.

We hope that individuals feel a sense of belonging,

that our community feels safer and engaged in the

learning process, and everyone is better prepared

to navigate the hard conversations surrounding

race and racism.
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Multicultural Honours 
 

 

6. All Streams of Multicultural Work

 

The Honourable Gene Makowsky, Minister for Parks,

Culture and Sport recognized that the award

presentation is a reflection of our collective desire to

build Saskatchewan by increasing avenues for inclusion

and diversity. In particular, he mentioned the Ministry

was impressed with the Multicultural Youth Leadership

Award nominees already involved in multicultural

work. He said they are certainly the future of the

province. Neeraj Saroj, President, Multicultural

Council of Saskatchewan concluded the speeches by

celebrating volunteers who have devoted skill and

time to multiculturalism in Saskatchewan. It was a

moment of sober reflection as Neeraj Saroj stated

that MCoS Multicultural Honours was especially

significant on the anniversary of the execution of Louis

Riel, someone we now recognize as a Multicultural

Superhero.
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This is a highlight recognizing contributions of individuals or organizations who have made

impact in all five streams of multicultural work.

MCoS leads an annual Saskatchewan Multicultural 
Week campaign. This year, community 
engagement centred on the “Who’s 
your multicultural superhero?” theme throughout 
November. There was a total of twelve videos 
including one from The Honourable Gene 
Makowsky, Minister for Parks, Culture and Sport, 
were he named George Reeds as his multicultural 
superhero. Over twenty online users voluntarily 
offered names of multicultural superhero and 
reasons for their choice.

leading the way to understanding and appreciating 

each other’s cultures and traditions. He concluded 

by acknowledging MCoS’ strong, inspiring 
multicultural leadership in the province and presented 
greetings on behalf of her majesty Queen of England, 
Queen Elizabeth II in Cree, his first language. 

As part of the celebrations of the benefits of 
diversity, MCoS has been partnering with the 
Lieutenant Governor’s Office (LGO) to host 
Multicultural Honours. On November 16, 2019, 
the multicultural community gathered at 
Government House for MCoS Multicultural 
Honours to recognize significant contributions 
made by the Saskatchewan community, hosted 
by the Lieutenant Governor of Saskatchewan, the 
Honourable Russ Mirasty.

Acknowledging that we gather on Treaty 4 
territory and Motherland of the Métis 
Nation,  Master of Ceremonies, Heather Salloum, 
LGO ED presented tobacco and invited Elder  
Archie Weenie  to share an opening blessing, and 
his wisdom on the importance of healing from 
wounds of the past, respectful, and meaningful 
shared experiences to define our collective 
future.

In his opening remarks, Lieutenant Governor, 
Russ Mirasty, emphasized the importance of 
cultural continuity. He stressed the damage done 
by policies and practices that repress culture, 
language, and tradition – people lose their sense 
of identity and self-worth. In contrast, he 
recognized the contributions of all nominees  as



Nicholas Bage humbly accepted the award. Nicholas

utilizes the power of storytelling to share his Métis

heritage, culture and perspective as seen in his

collaboration with Heritage Saskatchewan to create

Saskatchewan Métis Road Allowance Memories. Since

becoming a member of ACT!, Regina Public Schools’

anti-racism program, in grade nine he has lead 

Zane Buchanan, the 2019 Saskatchewanderer, 
shared his insights from his journey to self-

discovery and his experience as a 
Saskatchewanderer. Some of the culturally 
immersive events he attended this year include a 
Tipi Building Competition at the U of R, Kâniyâsihk 
Cree Culture Camps with the Fort Qu'Appelle 
Learning from the Land Class, and the Two-Spirit 
powwow at Beardy’s Okemasis Cree Nation. He 
reiterates that as we welcome new cultures into 
our province with open arms, we contribute to its 
growth as many newcomers make major 
contributions to agriculture, trade and export 
economies.

Through this committee, SGEU also reaches out to

organizations like MCoS who are involved in

multicultural work within the province. The awards

nominees were Nicholas Bage, student, Saskatchewan

Urban Native Teacher Education Program (SUNTEP),

Jinhong Chen, student, Sheldon-Williams Collegiate,

Jiazhi Ding, student, University of Saskatchewan

Friends of Falun Gong Association, and Golden Njoku,

Canahari Multidisciplinary Summer Program (CMSP).

workshops teaching methods of identifying and

combating racism in all forms. He helped to

organize and facilitate retreats for both elementary

and high school students. As a university student, he

has always made himself available to facilitate

workshops and has been very instrumental in

helping youth understand colonization through his

facilitation of the Blanket Exercise. Students are

attracted to his gentle, non-judgmental approach.

Nick’s outstanding leadership is clear in these

activities as well  Pink Shirt Day, and  Orange Shirt

Day. He received $500.

Muna De Ciman, MCoS Director

and Recognition Committee

Chair introduced the Betty

Szuchewycz award. The four

nominees were Nelson Eng,

Chinese Freemasons and more,

Haris Khan, Award-winning

Comedian, and Humanitarian,

Sandy Wankel, Founder, North

Central Family Centre (NCFC),

and Westminster United

Church, Westminster Outreach

Committee (Sheila Dowling,

Barbara Wickstrom, Tannis

Mark, Darrell Reine and Carol

Olson).
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A visibly shocked Sandy Wankel won the Betty

Szuchewycz Award. Sandy began the North Central

Family Centre (NCFC) eighteen years ago with a

vision to empower youth, families and the North

Central community. Her goal was to open a safe,

respectful and welcoming centre for children after

school and for community members. The Centre

creates opportunities for First Nations and Métis

cultural practices, including a ribbon skirt-sewing

club and Indigenous Elders.

Under her leadership, diverse staff, volunteers,

students, and community members work together

with respect and collaboration. Sandy values

partnerships and fosters those that contribute to

community wellness.  She has directed the $500

donation to North Central Family Centre as her

charity of choice. Both recipients also receive

Jacqueline Berting framed glass prairie lilies.

In addition to the celebrations, the event is a

reminder that each individual owes it to

themselves, the community and future

generations to contribute to multiculturalism

and diversity. While the week runs November 16-

24 in 2019, MCoS runs the Who is Your

Multicultural Superhero? campaign throughout

November to encourage sharing. Everyone in

Saskatchewan is encouraged to identify and

celebrate whoever has made an impact.

MCoS appreciates the over 11,079 volunteers who

contributed over 218,343 hours of time in 2018-19 –

making them multicultural superheroes! These

volunteers view the world from different and

refreshing perspectives that ultimately benefit all.
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Enhancing Capacity through Education 
MCoS Educational Services 

 

Intercultural competence and communication

Cross-cultural engagement in the community

Diversity in the workplace

Embracing diversity beyond the surface     

Recognize and reject racism

This year MCoS facilitated educational workshops

using the five modules:  

We  delivered  workshops, presentations, and 
panels  tailored  to varied audiences  such 
as  Highway Traffic Board,  South East Sport, 
Culture & Recreation District, Parkland 
College, University of Regina Faculty of Education, 
Saskatchewan Music Festival Association, Canadian 
Tire, Carton Trail College George  Gordon First 
Nation,  Breakaway moms group at the  Regina 
Apostolic Church, Greystone Heights School, TESL 
SK  Conference, African Canadian Research 
Network  conference,  Regina Region Local 
Immigration Partnership (RRLIP) community 
forum, Pride Canada, and Municipalities of 
Saskatchewan.  We are excited to continue our 
relationships with these organizations and 
communities as well as build new ones moving 
forward.

Since 2017,  MCoS  trained  Intercultural 
Facilitators  continue to  provide  educational 
sessions. Without their support, we would not be 
able to meet demand  and build capacity within 
Saskatchewan.  We continue to receive positive  
feedback from  participants  as well as  
organizations  that  have benefited from the  
workshops.  For instance,  Joni Hagen,  Executive 
Director,  South East Sport, Culture & Recreation 
District wrote; “Thank you, Laura, for being a part 
of our event. Everyone loved your presentation and 
you received great feedback on our evaluation 
forms! You have such great examples and stories to 
share that makes the content very real for folks 
and relatable.”

Last year, we worked with SM Solutions Inc., and

Canadian Tire to deliver the anti-racism educational

module. Our impact was illustrated by Carl Neggers,

CEO, SM Solutions, “During our 12-month journey,

the MCoS Team developed and facilitated a Systemic

Racism Workshop for the three Canadian Tire Stores

within Regina.  They also provided guidance and

content direction during production and

development of the video.   Rhonda Rosenberg also

personally served as a participant in the video,

providing key insights related to current challenges

being experienced by Indigenous Peoples, and

tendency of others to marginalize behaviours based

on stories or narratives prescribed to maintain a

racist status quo. The final result of our cooperative

efforts was a  30-minute  awareness video that is

currently being considered by Canadian Tire Corp for

use across Canada towards addressing systemic

racism and improving Indigenous relationships and

reconciliation from coast, to coast to coast.”   

To learn  more about  our educational

service visit http://mcos.ca/education
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MCoS FUNDING

We strategically invest in member organizations and schools to carry out projects that work towards our mission,

aims and objectives and that demonstrate the five streams of multicultural work. We look for applications that

clearly demonstrate a connection between the activities and the impact they have on the objectives, with an

evaluation plan to measure the achievement of those objectives.

MCoS Funding Opportunities

TO APPLY

Visit mcos.ca to fill the online form or downloadable form.

To inquire or apply, please contact our Executive Director, Rhonda Rosenberg, at exec@mcos.ca.
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F U N D I N G  P R O V I D E D  B Y

Thank you to our Funders



We are immensely grateful to the Department of Canadian Heritage for

the increase in funding,  support  of  Racism: Recognize it. Reject it!

campaign. The Minister’s physical presence to make this

announcement in Regina is a demonstration of commitment and support

for the strategy employed by MCoS  to get result. The Department has

also created a new  Anti-Racism  Secretariat and is offering funding

through the Anti-Racism Action Program.

We thank the Ministry of Parks, Culture and Sport for their contributions

to March 21 activities, and Saskatchewan Multicultural Week. We

appreciate the member organizations, partners, education clients,

school divisions, and others who support us in a variety of ways.

MWC Chartered Professional Accountants “strives to be an asset to

[their] clients, not an expense”. Not only do they assure our financial

statements are accurate and transparent, provide recommendations for

improvement. We, therefore, recommend that MWC serves as our

auditors again for 2020-21.

Our thanks to the Administration Centre for Sport, Culture and

Recreation who support our tracking, monitoring and reporting of

financial transactions. We thank our members who have supported our

financial efforts and our aim of promoting MCoS’ multicultural values

through purchases of Multifaith Calendars, promotional items,

donations, and buying lottery tickets online and encouraging others to

do the same in order to support the cultural, sport and recreation

sectors.

MESSAGE FROM THE

TREASURER 

Our goal at the Multicultural Council of Saskatchewan is to ensure the confidence of our

various funders, donors, partners, clients and supporters is leveraged to work towards our

vision and strategic goals through high impact programs and services. It gives me great joy

to  present the 2019-20  audited financial statements.  These  financial statements have

been prepared by MWC Chartered Professional Accountants LLP.  They  show  sound

financial management and the auditor’s  unqualified  opinion is that the financial

statements are accurate and reflect the true financial position of the Multicultural

Council of Saskatchewan.

This financial year is closing with a deficit of  $19,680. The

Board  made an intentional choice to  approve the  creation  of a

Communications  and Administration Assistant  position. This new

staff member brings skills and  perspectives that enhance our

capacity in the present and future. In order to do this,

we  utilized  self-generated  surplus  funds  from  previous

years  without  affecting  the annual  increase to the reserve.  The

position will be covered through grant revenue in 2020-21. 

We transferred $10,000 to the reserve  account, fulfilling the

annual financial objective for long-term sustainability. The

organizational reserve is to be used in the event of a drastic

reduction of funding or another emergent event. These funds must

come from self-generated revenue, so that grants can be used for

specific program purposes. Sources include Multifaith Calendar

sales, education revenue, registrations, memberships,  and

donations.

A total of $12,110 was generated from the sale of Multifaith

calendar. Thanks to all of you who purchased and sold calendars!

We generated interest by putting both reserve savings and short-

term operational savings into GICs.

Due to the global  COVID-19  pandemic,  many  March 21

activities have been postponed. We are grateful for the flexibility

from the  Department of Canadian Heritage  to defer funding, so

that we are able to continue working with partners to offer

important anti-racism education programming. 

It is noted that Other revenue looks much higher than what was

budgeted, this is because throughout the year  MCoS  has worked

Regina Immigrant Women Center using the STAIY  program to

enrich  out  staff strength with qualified young newcomer women.

This partnership assists  participants  to gain skills  and

Canadian office experience.  

We were able to invest additional funds in member strategic

initiative projects as a result of frugal choices in other areas.

Financial statement highlights include: 

Major gratitude goes out to Sask Lotteries and SaskCulture for Annual

Global Funding. It is a sustainable source of operational revenue

which positions us well to achieve our Ends  and guarantees we can

make long term plans for programs and partnerships.  MCoS  and

well  over 12,000 sport, culture and recreation organizations across

Saskatchewan continue to receive funding from sale of lottery tickets.

However, with reduced in-person transactions, we appeal to  the

community to consider online subscriptions and sales. This way, MCoS

and  other community organizations can continue to do their

multicultural work.

Bob Lesperance
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Audited Financial Statement 2019-20
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Auditor's Report
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Auditor's Report
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Statement of Financial Position
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Statement of Operations 
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Statement of Changes in Net Assets
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Statement of Cash Flow



Notes to Financial Statement
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Notes to Financial Statement
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Notes to Financial Statement
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Notes to Financial Statement
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Schedules 1, 2 and 3
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Schedules 4 and 5
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Member rate: $50 per day / $10 per hour ( Non-member rate is x2)

Boardroom that seats up to 15 people

Full kitchen available

Bathroom

Projector and white wall

Wireless connection

Climate control

Ample free parking

A damage deposit of $100 is required upon signing the contract.

The deposit is refunded following the event less any cleaning or

damage fees assessed.

The board room is available for use outside of regular office hours

and weekends.

The Renter is responsible for any and all damage to the facilities

and/or contents and fixtures.

The use of open flames or candles in the board room is prohibited.

Please do not bring alcoholic beverages inside. Smoking is not

permitted inside or immediately outside the building. This includes

all tobacco, e-cigarettes & vapes.

Maintain the cleanliness of the board room, returning it to the

state in which it is found: garbage and recycling must be placed in

provided bins, all dirty dishes cleaned, and chairs returned to their

proper place around the board room table. You are welcome to use

the dishwasher.

Thumbtacks, staples or adhesives of any kind are not permitted on

any walls, doors or other painted surfaces anywhere in the board

room. Post-it notes and flip chart pages are acceptable.

Keys must be returned in the mail slot after your meeting/event.

Rental includes:

 

 

The following terms and conditions apply to all board room rentals:

 

 

 

The Multicultural Council of Saskatchewan rents the use of the boardroom located at 454 Albert Street

North, Regina, Saskatchewan. You can request a paper form or fill it online at mcos.ca.

For more information about our boardroom rental, email mcos@mcos.ca or call 306-721-6267.

 

BOARDROOM RENTAL
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452 Albert Street North, 
Regina SK S4R 3C1
P: (306) 721-6267 
F: (306) 721-3342

E: mcos@mcos.ca 

www.mcos.ca

Multicultural Council

of Saskatchewan

We are Supported by:




